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To add to these indignities, there is no
career counseling, job retraining, or
even a policy requiring job placement
for removed rangers! But that is only

Medical Standards

Update

the tip ofthe iceberg.
Standards

Program

has

rangers across the Service asking
questions related to its ill-conceived
and illegal implementation. Signed by
the Director in April of 1999 this
program is impacting the current

medical standards program of an
agency must meet the regulations
spelled out in 5 CFR 339. According
to David Davies, WASO personnel
office and a member of the NPS

Medical Standards Review Committee,

the Department of the Interior "owns

The National Park Service's RM-57

Medical
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What is becoming apparent is
that the implementation ofRM57 is not...being carried out in
the best interests ofthe
workforce.

the medical standards" for the 025

series because "we employ over 50%

of the 025 series (law enforcement)
rangers." In a meeting with rangers
from Cuyahoga Valley in May of this
year. Davies went on to advise that

workforce base of the 025 series law

because the NPS"owns"the standards,

enforcement ranger as
program has in the past.

the NPS "can review and modify them
at anytime."

no other
It's important to understand that 0PM
requires that the National Park Service

Over the last 18 months rangers have
had their privacy invaded; been

implement a medical standards program
due to the 6(c) enhanced annuity

removed from commissioned duties for

retirement program granted to 025 law

Since the implementation of the
medical standards in April of 1999
rangers have been asking some very

up to a year while their individual case
has been determined; been subjected to
and required to pay for additional
medical testing required by the HPS to

enforcement rangers in July of 1994.

realistic and precise questions about

make a final determination; and, to

this coverage by law. Upon submission
of proof by each ranger that they had
been engaged in investigation ofcrimes

date, two rangers have received letters
advising them that their appeal has
been denied and they are formally

being removed from commissioned

Rangers were granted 6(c) retirement

how

and law enforcement pay because we
were performing duties that required

implemented and how they will affect

against the Unites States and involved
in the apprehension, detention, and

arrest of criminals throughout their
career, each was individually granted
6(c) retirement for the years that they
had already served in their positions
prior to July, 1994.

status.
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these

standards

will

be

the workforce already employed as of
April, 1999. We have, at best, received
only vague responses to our specific
questions. Concerns raised about the
implementation of RM-57 in some
parks, and the horror stories from
around the service, have met with

indifference from those charged with
administering this program.
What is becoming apparent is that the
implementation of RM-57 is not in
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accordance with 5 CFR 339, nor is it
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standards be put in place, the medical
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being carried out in the best interests
ofthe existing workforce.

0PM

standards

dictates

themselves

that

and

their
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implementation are up to the law
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enforcement agency that employs most
of a series to be covered. And the

